A method for calculating the exact angle required during pedicle subtraction osteotomy for fixed sagittal deformity: comparison with the trigonometric method.
Pedicle subtraction osteotomy (PSO) has emerged as a powerful procedure for correcting fixed sagittal deformity. There has only been one attempt to quantify the magnitude of correction needed to restore sagittal balance; the trigonometric method for calculating the desired PSO angle is an approximation. We propose a method for calculating the exact angle required for PSO and explore how this angle differs from that obtained via the trigonometric method in illustrative cases. We conducted a mathematical analysis of the spine with application in illustrative cases. The trigonometric method calculates the necessary angular correction at the axial level of the PSO, but along the sacral vertical line. However, the angular measurement should take place at the true axis of rotation, the apex of the PSO. Measurements were taken from full-length standing x-rays, and both methods were explored. The trigonometric method for calculating PSO angle is an exact measurement only if the apex of the PSO site lies on the sacral vertical line. As the apex of the PSO site moves anterior to that line, the trigonometric approximation underestimates the actual angle. As the apex of the PSO moves posterior to that line, the trigonometric approximation overestimates the actual angle. The trigonometric method for calculating the PSO angle required for surgical deformity correction is an approximation, but its validity in clinical practice was confirmed by this study. The exact angle is obtained by a method centered on the apex of the PSO site. Although the difference between these angles is small, it is an important conceptual point for spine surgeons. Measurement of the exact angle is easily performed and should replace the trigonometric method for calculating the required PSO angle when standard digital measurement tools are available.